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BROKENNESS OF THE HUMAN SPIRIT
DUE TO THE IMPACT OF THE SEED OF SATAN AT CONCEPTION IN THE WOMB

1.

INTRODUCTION
The source of this teaching is the Holy Spirit as revealed to us in ministry sessions of
inner healing and deliverance with believers in Jesus Christ. The revelation we
received was also confirmed in many sessions with different believers and proven by
the fruit that we saw in the believers’ lives.
However, before we start to explain the brokenness of the human spirit and how it
came about it is important for every believer to first understand the complexity of a
human being.
Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ gave each human being a spirit, a soul and a body
so that we may also be triune beings as God is Father, Son and Spirit. We were also
physically created by God according to His own image.
A human being starts its journey here on
earth at conception in the womb as a spirit
(that came from God) who then becomes a
living soul and gets a physical body (Genesis
2:7). It is therefore clear that the most
essential and important part of a human
being is the human spirit since only in the
human spirit may we truly know and accept
God since our spirits are of God.
At conception, the human being so created is known as a zygote (one cell that
consists of the coming together of the egg cell of the mother and the sperm of the
father). This zygote then further develops into an embryo and thereafter over the
following nine (9) months into a complete and perfectly created little baby. This is
done by the hands of our creator God, Jesus Christ Himself. This is nothing short of a
miracle and only a living God can create like this!!
A human spirit therefore gets incarnated into human flesh (soul and body) to
become a triune human being with not only a spirit but also a soul and a body! Both
the spirit and soul of a human being is eternal and will therefore live forever. Only
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the flesh will again turn to dust and we will receive a glorified body when Jesus
comes back to make everything new.
Man’s mandate from His creator God is then to reign over the earth and everything
on it until the time comes that God will call the spirit of man back to Him to inherit
either eternal life or eternal death.
However, due to the fall of man in the Garden of Eden, Satan polluted this perfect
design of God (to create man according to His own image) by also depositing his seed
into man. The Godly seed is the human spirit that comes from God and the enemy’s
seed is the seed of Satan that also came in due to the Fall. The Fall of man resulted
from the “eating” of the forbidden “fruit” of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil
(Lucifer) in the Garden of Eden.
The whole of humanity was affected by the Fall in the Garden of Eden since the Bible
teaches that every human being is a descendant of Adam and Eve and has inherited
their sin through the bloodlines1 of their ancestors.
In order to fully understand this teaching, it is highly recommended that the reader
should first study our other teachings that are freely available on YouTube (especially
the one on blood line curses called “Wash your spiritual DNA in the blood of the
Lamb, Christ Jesus” as well as our teaching on “The impact of the seed of Satan on
the human race)”.
A basic knowledge and understanding of dissociative identity disorder (DID) is also
necessary.
2.

TRAUMA AND SHOCK DUE TO THE IMPACT OF THE SEED OF SATAN AT
CONCEPTION IN THE WOMB
Each human being on this planet that
has ever lived (and that will ever live)
experienced extreme trauma and shock
at the exact point of conception in the
womb. This is caused by the seed of
Satan that falls at conception in the
womb and that sends spiritual shock
waves through the newly created
human being’s spirit, soul and body. This spiritual impact may be compared with the
physical impact created by a meteorite when it hits the earth or any other planet.

1

Refer to our teaching on blood line curses called “Wash your spiritual DNA in the blood of the lamb, Christ
Jesus.”
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3.

SPIRITUAL RIPPLE EFFECT
The seed of Satan falls at conception in each human being directly into the human
spirit since Adam and Eve opened their human spirits up to Lucifer and his seed
when they “ate” from the “forbidden fruit”.
From the human spirit the seed of Satan however also penetrated the human soul
and body. In the human soul the effect of the seed of Satan is that man has a
tendency towards sin (in his will, intellect an emotions) and in the human body the
seed of Satan manifests in the Kundalini snake-like spirit that is found coiled up in
the sacrum of every human being.
Therefore, when we pray for healing,
restoration, and integration of the
shattered parts on human spirit level, we
should always remember to include the
soul and body in our prayer. The healing
so derived will then be complete on
human spirit, soul, and body level.

4.

HURT INNER CHILD OF HUMAN SPIRIT FORMED AT CONCEPTION
When we minister to reborn believers in Jesus Christ, we almost always find a little
hurt inner child of the human spirit that speaks of the extreme trauma that he or she
experienced at the exact point of conception when the seed of Satan fell and hit the
human spirit, soul and body similar than a spiritual meteorite.
In this regard, we often hear this hurt inner child on human spirit level say that he or
she experienced emotions such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extreme trauma and shock
Disillusionment and confusion
Bewilderment, fear and anxiety
A deep sense of loss
Sadness and depression
Hopelessness and despair
Abandonment (by God) and a sense of being a victim and/or an orphan
Distrust in God
Believing the lie that God does not exist, for if He does, why did He allow this
to happen?
Believing the lie that God is not a good and loving God etc.

We then minister to this little hurt inner child on spirit level (but also simultaneously
on soul and body level) by calling the hurt inner child out and praying with the child.
We then ask Jesus to appear to this little hurt inner child and to show him or her the
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truth. We then cancel the lies of the enemy and replace it with the truth of God and
we ask Jesus to wash the little child clean with His blood. After the healing and the
restoration, Jesus then takes the little inner child on spirit, soul and body level away.
The believer ministered to is then healed from this trauma and restored by the blood
of Jesus.
We often find that this little hurt inner child on human spirit level (but also on soul
and body level) at conception in the womb plays a big part in the believer’s struggle
to completely trust God and to be able to fully surrender to Him. This is
understandable since the little child is unable to understand how a loving and
almighty God could have allowed the enemy to come and steel and destroy in such a
drastic way. Such a hurt inner child often says that he or she just saw “chaos” or
“darkness” or “brokenness” when the seed of Satan fell.
In this regard, we should remember that everything always starts in the spirit and
then only there after manifests in the natural or flesh. This means that the shock and
trauma due to the seed of Satan that fell in the human spirit at conception is first
experienced by the human spirit and thereafter also by soul and body. You will
therefore also find a hurt inner child on soul and body level that experienced trauma
and shock at conception in the womb due to the seed of Satan. The Holy Spirit
however taught us that when we minister to this hurt inner child on human spirit
level, that is the most effective way since the hurt inner children on soul and body
level may then also be included in the prayer and the healing and restoration that
follows is then complete on all three levels.
Now, all these emotions that are locked into the hurt inner children (even on human
spirit level) may explain to us why many believers in Jesus Christ find it difficult to
fully trust Him. Many say they believe in Him but still end up trying to protect or save
themselves or to earn their own salvation through their own good works.
The enemy also taps into and draws strength from all these locked-in emotions in
the end time that we currently live in through the various strands of Covid-19
infections to increase the level of fear and deception in believers.
Every believer should obtain inner healing on this level so that Jesus may wash this
little hurt inner child on spirit (and soul and body) level clean with His precious blood
and take the little inner child with Him.
5.

BROKENNESS OF THE HUMAN SPIRIT DUE TO THE IMPACT OF THE SEED OF SATAN
We have found (in believers that we ministered to) that the enemy gained the right
to shatter the human spirit, soul and body at conception due to the impact of his
seed that fell like a spiritual meteorite. This caused the human spirit (but also in soul
and body) to be broken into various DID (dissociative identity disorder) parts or
alters. This is usually the first layer of brokenness in every human being (except in
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believers who are the victims of satanic ritual abuse, where the DID programming
may be very different due to the rituals and abuse that took place). The strongest of
these parts or alters are situated on human spirit level and are distinct shattered
parts of the human spirit. Each one of these parts is then demonically programmed
by the enemy in accordance with the blood line bondage that the individual
inherited from his or her ancestors (e.g. witchcraft, unforgiveness, unrepented sin,
unbroken curses, dedications and covenants made with Satan by the ancestors etc.).
The result is that many believers that we minister to have a reborn core human spirit
(where Jesus lives) that is only about 10 or 15% of the totality of the human spirit (!)
and the rest of the human spirit consists of shattered parts (also called DID alters)
that are NOT REBORN IN JESUS CHRIST!!
Yes, believer in Jesus Christ, we know this sounds unbelievable and at first you may
even think that this is unbiblical, but this is truly what we find when we minister to
fellow believers, and we find it consistently and constantly. We also see the fruit
when these DID alters integrate into the core human spirit and there are already
many believers who are able to testify of the enormous difference that they
experienced on spirit, soul and body level when this level of DID integrated with their
core human spirit (and soul). The result of this healing (done by the hands of Jesus
Christ Himself on human spirit level) is a human spirit that is much, much stronger,
and much more able to receive the baptism of the Holy Spirit and to take authority
over soul and body.
The sculptor of the statue to the right clearly knows a
lot about the brokenness of humanity due to the
enemy’s seed in human beings since it is a particularly
good illustration thereof.
Some examples of what we have already found in
fellow believers whom we ministered to are the
following:
•

In a woman who struggled her whole life with
bipolar depression, we found a host DID part on human spirit level that said it
consists of about 75% of the totality of her human spirit. It said that her core
human spirit (where Jesus lives) is only about 18% of the total human spirit
(that left about 7% to consist of other DID parts, under the control of the host
DID part). This host DID part on human spirit level had the same name than the
woman we ministered to but was like an alter ego of her. The word “alter ego”
is defined by Wikipedia as: “An alter ego (Latin for "other I," "doppleganger")
means an alternative self, which is believed to be distinct from a person's
normal or true original personality.” This other part of herself on human spirit
level was obviously not reborn in Jesus Christ and was completely possessed
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•

•

and controlled by various demons. This part told us that her roll and function in
this believer was to counter her (on human spirit level) in everything that she
believes, does and wants to become for Jesus Christ. This host DID part also
said that her ultimate aim is that the constant struggle should result in the
woman losing her sound mind (i.e. she should become “mad”). When this host
DID part on human spirit level integrated with the believer’s core human spirit
(together with all the other parts under the host’s control), the believer said
that for the first time in her life her mind was quiet (from voices), and she
experienced a peace that she has never known before. It was as if she could
think clearly and be calm and peaceful and her thoughts were no longer so
scrambled. It was also explained to us by this host DID part, that the believer’s
Greek illuminati blood lines (through specifically the Onassis line) together with
many dedications and blood covenants made with the enemy by the ancestors
gave the enemy the right to use this “alter ego” DID part on human spirit level
so powerfully.
In another lady believer (with strong British Illuminati blood lines), we found no
one other than the Queen of England (Queen Elizabeth) programmed by the
enemy as the host DID part on spirit level (that split off and got programmed
due to the impact of the seed of Satan). We remember calling out the host DID
part on human spirit level due to the impact of the seed of Satan at conception
and the Queen came out saying to us over and over: “How did you find me? O
my dear lord! My dear lord!” Her whole mannerism when she came out was
also exactly British royalty and this part spoke exactly like Queen Elizabeth. She
said that the believer’s core human spirit (where Jesus lives) is a mere 30% and
that the shattered parts on human spirit level are about 70% of which her part
contains about 80%. If our maths is correct, that results in a host DID part being
the Queen of England that contains about 56% of the totality of the believer’s
human spirit! This explained to us why the Kundalini spirit remained so strong
on human spirit level even whilst the lady herself has renounced Kundalini and
has repented of everything that could even remotely have been an open door
and that gave the Kundalini the right to operate. The Kundalini on human spirit
(and soul and body) level drew immense power from this host DID part on
human spirit level since Kundalini illumination and the Illuminati goes strongly
together.
In a man whom we ministered to, we found Azazel (the name that Lucifer gave
to himself in his fallen state and especially in the state of being the snake
(dragon hybrid) who seduced Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden). This host
DID part, programmed by the enemy to be Azazel (a hybrid snake or dragon)
said that he contained 60% of the totality of the man’s human spirit (as the
host DID part). The core of this man’s human spirit (where Jesus lives) then
must have been less than 40% of the totality of his human spirit. Again, we
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heard that this host DID part on human spirit level opposed the core human
spirit in everything and wanted to bring death and destruction on every level of
the believer’s being. Azazel wanted this believer to lose his faith and to turn
away from Jesus and if he could not succeed in that, he wanted him to become
so anxious and depressed that he would take his own life. Fortunately, the Holy
Spirit led us to discover this host DID part on human spirit level and after this
part was reborn, washed by the blood of Jesus and integrated with the man’s
core human spirit, the believer experienced that he was in the throne room of
Jesus and met Jesus face to face. This intimacy with Jesus was priceless and
something that this believer has not yet experienced on this level due to the
brokenness of his human spirit.
6.

NATURE OF THE BROKEN PARTS OF THE HUMAN SPIRIT LEVEL
God only allows the enemy to do what the enemy has the right to do. Therefore, the
brokenness that we find on human spirit level is always according to the bondage
inherited through the blood lines from the ancestors and is mostly unique in every
person.
With “bondage” we mean the rights that the enemy obtained over the blood line
due to the sins of the ancestors including blood covenants, rituals and sacrifices
made with and to Satan (e.g. as part of Freemasonry).

7.

WHERE IS THIS IN THE WRITTEN WORD OF GOD (I.E. THE BIBLE)?
In Matthew 13:24 - 30: Jesus Himself speaks “The parable of the Wheat and the Tares
24.
The kingdom of heaven is like a man (Jesus Christ) who sowed good seed (the
spirit of man that comes from God) in his field (human beings created by Him
according to His image).
25.
but while men slept (in a state where man is vulnerable and not aware), his
enemy (Satan) came and sowed (as a result of the Fall in the Garden of Eden) tares
(something that would grow in opposition to the good seed and would steal from it
the water and nutrition that would have enabled the wheat to grow strong) among
the wheat (that which is born of the seed of God namely the human spirit) and went
his way (left the bad seed to germinate and grow up in and amongst the wheat).
26.
But when the grain had sprouted and produced a crop (at the stage when the
believer becomes reborn and wants to follow Jesus Christ), then the tares also
appeared (then and at this stage Satan also activates all the evil programmes and
mind-control in the shattered parts of the human spirit (and soul and body) in order
to cause opposition to the reborn human spirit).
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27.
So the servants of the owner (the believers in Jesus Christ) came and said to
him: “Sir, did you not sow good seed in your field? How then does it have tares (How
can this be Lord Jesus since our spirits come from you and when reborn you live
there?)?
28.
He said to them, “An enemy has done this (this is done by Satan, due to his
seed in humans). The servants said to him: “Do you want us then to go and gather
them up (is it possible to gain freedom from these shattered parts now)?
29.
But he said: “No, lest while you gather up the tares you also uproot the wheat
with them (no, the shattered parts of the human spirit under the control of Satan
may not be removed since it forms an inseparable part of the core human spirit).
30.
Let both grow together until the
harvest (the final day of judgement of
Jesus when He Himself will judge all
people), and at the time of harvest I will
say to the reapers: “First gather together
the tares and bind them in bundles to
burn them, but gather the wheat into my
barn. (Only Jesus will be able to (at the
final day of Judgement) free His people
from the seed of Satan since He will come to make all things new.)”
Now this parable must also be understood in the context of the fact that Jesus told
this parable when the Jews to whom it was told were still living under the Old
Covenant namely the Law. Jesus had not yet at that stage died for all who believe in
Him and has not yet paid the price with His own blood to set us free from sin and
death. For us who are now living under the New Covenant of grace it is possible for
the wheat (the good seed of God namely our human spirit) to be set free from the
tares and for the “harvest” (i.e., the judgement of God) to come earlier if we allow it.
In 1 Peter 4:17 Peter says: “For the time has come for judgment to begin at the house
of God…”.
Therefore, dear reborn believer in Jesus Christ, allow our Lord Jesus Christ through
His Holy Spirit to judge you now and here whilst you are still alive (by repenting for
and renouncing the sins of the living and the dead) so that you may be found ready
when Jesus returns and so that your Bridal garment will be without spot or wrinkle.
Some believers may perhaps challenge the fact that we minister to the human spirit.
Paul said in 1 Thessalonians 5:23 that we should be sanctified completely in spirit,
soul and body and that our whole spirit, soul and body should be preserved
blameless at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.
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8.

HOW SHOULD WE UNDERSTAND THE “NEW CREATION” IN 2 CORINTHIANS 5:17 IN
THIS CONTEXT?
In 2 Corinthians 5:17 Paul says that “if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; old
things have passed away: behold, all things have become new.”
It has unfortunately been taught in many churches that when someone is reborn in
Jesus Christ by accepting Him as saviour, then that person becomes a totally new
person meaning that the whole person is re-created to become a new person. Today
with all this revelation that the Holy Spirit gives us, we know that this interpretation
of 2 Corinthians 5:17 is not correct, since even after rebirth in Jesus Christ, it remains
a journey of sanctification in spirit, soul and body for the believer to become more
Christ-like (to take on the nature of Jesus Himself).
This journey of becoming more and more like Jesus will come to its fulness with the
arrival of the mark of the Beast (Revelation 13) since every believer who refuses the
mark and thereby gives up his or her own life here on earth will have succeeded to
become like Jesus who were obedient to the Father until death. That will be the final
arising of the true sons and daughter of God whom the whole of creations eagerly
awaits (Romans 8:19).
The commentators to the New Spirit-Filled Life Bible then also confirms just this
where they interpret 2 Corinthians 5:17 as follows:
“Christ’s death and resurrection for us and our identification with Him by faith, make
existence as a new creation possible. At present this new creation is only partially
experienced, but it is to be our focus as the completion of the re-creation is assured.
Our relationship with Christ affects every aspect of life.”

9.

WHAT HAPPENS TO A BELIEVER’S SPIRIT AT REBIRTH IN JESUS CHRIST?
At the point of spiritual rebirth in Jesus Christ (when the believer gives his or her
heart (spirit) but also his or her complete self (including soul and body) to Jesus), the
Holy Spirit comes and circumcises the core human spirit (who is the “ID book human
spirit” in DID terminology, i.e. “the real you” on human spirit level). Only the
undivided core of the human spirit can accept Jesus as saviour at this stage since all
the other shattered (DID) parts of the human spirit are “possessed” by demons and
have a separate identity than the core.
The result is then that the reborn child of God becomes a
completely new creation (in accordance with 2 Corinthians 5:17)
in his or her core human spirit whilst the shattered parts remain
under the enemy’s control.
This creates on human spirit level (but also on soul and body level) an almost yinyang effect where Light and darkness stands in direct opposition of each other. The
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parts of the human spirit that are still under the enemy’s control oppose and put
pressure on the core human spirit (where Jesus lives) so as to make it as difficult as
possible for the core to be able to minister life, healing and the light of Jesus to soul
and body.
10.

IMPLICATIONS OF BROKENNESS OF THE HUMAN SPIRIT ON OUR HUMANITY
Our creator God Jesus Christ designed the human spirit to be at the core of our
humanity and to minister health and healing to soul and body. The human spirit is
also designed to be the seat of God in the triune human being. The human spirit is
circumcised by God and becomes reborn when a human being gives his or her heart
(spirit) to God. The Holy Spirit then shines from the human spirit and brightens up
every part of the human being (including soul and body). This is how God intended it
to be and from the reborn human spirit the Holy Spirit may then bring healing,
deliverance and peace to spirit, soul and body.
If then the core human spirit (which is the part of the human spirit that may
potentially get reborn in Jesus Christ) is only 50% or less of the totality of the human
spirit (as designed by God), it follows that our capacity to receive the fullness of the
Holy Spirit and everything that Jesus died for us to have (including His resurrection
power (also called the dunamis power)) is limited to 50% or less of God’s design for
our human spirits. It follows that if, let us say, 50% or more of our human spirits are
not in Jesus but are still being possessed by evil spirits, that would mean that the
50% (the shattered spirit parts under the control of the enemy) are still ministering
death and destruction (in many ways) to our souls and bodies.
Lastly, the shattered parts are also constantly opposing the core human spirit with
the aim of breaking the human spirit even more due to trauma and shock and to get
the shattered parts programmed and mind-controlled by the enemy. The aim of the
enemy is that the believer should totally loose his or her faith by turning away from
God and then even the core human spirit will lose its salvation and be possessed by
the enemy.
Perhaps the most bewildering consequence of the shattering of the human spirit is
that due to the constant oppression that is being experienced by the core human
spirit, the believer may be pressurised by the enemy to make the wrong decisions
and thereby to compromise with the enemy (for example by taking the Covid-19
vaccinations, thereby renouncing the power of the blood of Jesus and submitting to
Pharmakeia and the strategies of the enemy to prepare mankind for the imminent
coming of the antichrist). This will then result in further shattering of the core human
spirit and in the end-time programming of those shattered parts by the enemy
according to his plans. The core human spirit in this way becomes smaller and
weaker and the spiritual oppression of the enemy (even on human spirit level)
becomes more. It is therefore possible to lose one’s salvation by ultimately letting go
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and turning away from Jesus Christ (since the pressure from the demonically
possessed shattered parts simply becomes too much).
When and if the core human spirit has completely surrendered to the enemy (after it
has once been reborn in Jesus Christ), it is then that Hebrews 6 verses 4 to 6 come
into play since there is no core left to be reborn again:
“For it is impossible for those who were once enlightened (by the Holy Spirit in
their core human spirits), and have tasted the heavenly gift (being reborn and
circumcised by the Holy Spirit), and have become partakers of the Holy Spirit,
and have tasted the good word of God (the law of God written on their hearts
by the Holy Spirit) and the powers of the age to come (the power of the blood
of Jesus together with all the spiritual gifts), if they fall away (lose their
salvation by surrendering the core human spirit to the enemy), to renew
them again to repentance (become reborn again), since they crucify again for
themselves the Son of God (by rejecting the Holy Spirit of God living in their
core human spirits, whilst fully knowing the resurrection power of God) and
put Him to an open shame (denying Him in front of men).”
However, something that gives us tremendous hope (even whilst we may still be
severely broken even on human spirit level) is that Jesus says in Matthew 17 verse
twenty that if we have faith as a mustard seed, nothing will be impossible to us.
Therefore, dear believer in Jesus Christ, even if your core reborn human spirit (where
Jesus lives) is only 10% or less of the totality of your human spirit and the shattered
parts are 90% or more of the totality of your human spirit, the 10% that operates in
the power of the Holy Spirit will still be able to sustain (since Jesus says “nothing is
impossible”) as long as we just keep holding on to Jesus. He is a faithful God.
11.

AT WHAT STAGE IS A BELIEVER READY FOR THESE PROGRAMMED DID PARTS ON
HUMAN SPIRIT LEVEL TO BE INTEGRATED WITH THE CORE?
The enemy’s kingdom is very legalistic. This means that God only allows him to do
according to that which he has a right. Therefore, a believer who:
•
•
•
•

Is reborn and has been baptised in water (by full immersion) and with the
Holy Spirit
Has repented for, renounced and turned away from all known blood line sins
as well as his or her own sin
Who has allowed Jesus to heal all known and hidden trauma (even and
especially those hidden by the enemy) and
Who has broken all covenants and dedications made with the enemy by both
him or herself as well as the ancestors

will be ready to pray this prayer at the end of this teaching since the enemy would
have lost all legal title to the shattered parts of the spirit (and soul) and upon request
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in prayer they may be integrated by Jesus with His own hands on human spirit, soul
and body level to restore the human spirit, soul and body.
It is therefore clear that should the enemy still have a right to a particular shattered
part on human spirit level (e.g., a part that still draws its power from certain
unhealed childhood or adult trauma), that part will not integrate, even if we ask for
it in prayer. Our God is a righteous God, and He will not work against His own
spiritual laws.
12.

WHAT HAPPENS TO A HUMAN SPIRIT (THAT IS REBORN IN CORE BUT STILL HAS
SHATTERED PARTS) UPON THE BELIEVER’S DEATH?
The reborn human spirit is saved and the complete human spirit of that believer in
Jesus Christ goes to heaven and has eternal life. This is possible due to what Jesus
did for us on the cross. He paid with his life and shed His innocent blood so that the
curse of sin and death may not separate us from His love and grace and that we may
be saved (irrespective of our own brokenness in spirit (and soul and body) upon
death).
A believer’s soul (that was created at conception but that are also eternal in nature)
will also go to heaven upon his/her death since the soul also gets reborn and
circumcised by the Holy Spirit when the believer identifies with Jesus in His death
and resurrection in baptism by full immersion in water. That is why the baptism of
believers is so important and it is a command of Jesus to be baptised. Baptism do
therefore indeed save us but only in relation to our souls that are also eternal. Our
spirits get saved and reborn the minute we accept Jesus in our hearts as our only
Saviour and we give our hearts (spirits) to Him.
What happens to the soul of someone who has not been baptised as a believer? We
are not sure and would not like to enter a debate in this regard. All we really do
know for sure (and that is what we choose to fix our eyes upon) is that Jesus says in
His Word that by faith alone we are saved (Ephesians 2:8) and Jesus says in
Revelation 7:17 and 21:4 that He will wipe all tears from our eyes and will make all
things new. Our souls will therefore also be healed and restored by Jesus and,
together with our spirits, will be united with a glorified body.

13.

CLOSING
Believers in Jesus Christ, there is little time left for us to wash our spiritual clothes in
the blood of the Lamb, Christ Jesus. If you have not yet repented for your own sin
and those of your ancestors for all rights of the enemy to be removed over your life,
it is now the time to do it. What is more, we should go to Jesus with our trauma and
our hurt and we should allow Him to heal us in spirit, soul and body. This is a journey
of obedience to Jesus Christ and in this regard we refer you to our teachings on our
YouTube channel as well as we invite you to enrol for our Warrior School where we
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will guide you through all of the important strongholds of the enemy and will help
you with renunciation prayers etc.
Lastly, for those who have already washed their clothes in the blood of Jesus through
repentance, renunciation and inner healing, we invite you to pray this prayer at the
end of this teaching to obtain healing of your broken human spirit (and soul).
14.

PRAYER TO ADDRESS THE TRAUMA, SHOCK AND SHATTEREDNESS OF THE HUMAN
SPIRIT DUE TO THE IMPACT OF THE SEED OF SATAN AT CONCEPTION
(Dear reborn believer in Jesus Christ, please be aware that the enemy will still have
the right to keep his shattered parts of the human spirit that split off at conception
due to the impact of the seed of Satan if he still has a right to them. He will have a
right to one or more or all of the shattered parts if blood line curses have not been
broken, if you have not yet been baptised as a believer (or if your baptism is
contaminated), if there is still unrepented sin in your own life, if there is deception
(e.g. the Hebrew Roots error or Afrikaner heritage error (Baal worship by way of the
Voortrekker Monument) etc.), or if there is unhealed trauma (e.g. you were
molested as a child and there is still a hurt inner child). Therefore, this prayer should
only be prayed by reborn believers who have already journeyed quite far in terms of
inner healing and deliverance. In this regard, refer to all of the other teachings of
Ignited in Christ that are freely available on YouTube and that may be requested
from our ministry (info@igniytedinchrist.org).
PRAYER
To prepare for the prayer, you may take communion and anoint yourself with oil in
the name of God the Father, the Son Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit.
My Father, I come to you in the name Jesus Christ your Son and ask that by the
power of the Holy Spirit you will take me back in the spirit to the exact time of
conception in my mother’s womb.
Hurt inner child on human spirit level (as well as soul and body level)
Jesus Christ, at this point of conception in my mother’s womb, I ask that you call out
and appear to any hurt inner child on my human spirit level (but also simultaneously
on soul and body level) that was traumatised and shocked when the seed of Satan
fell at conception and penetrated my human spirit as well as my soul and body.
Jesus, please shine your Light on the hurt inner children and show them that your
Light is powerful and that it shines into the darkness and that the darkness will not
overcome it. Show the hurt inner children Lord Jesus that you are who you say you
are and that you have overcome Satan on the cross and that you promise to be with
us and to never leave us nor forsake us. Lord Jesus, please reveal your love to this
hurt inner child on my human spirit level but also on soul and body level and cancel
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all and any lies of the enemy that you are not a good God and that you do not love
us. Show this hurt inner child Lord Jesus that you are trustworthy and will keep your
promises to keep us safe against the enemy.
Lord Jesus Christ now please apply your blood shed for us on the cross on my human
spirit level but also on soul and body level to wash away all trauma, shock, fear,
anxiety, despair, hopelessness, distrust, and rejection that this hurt inner child may
have. Please also wash away all other hurt emotions and lies from the enemy with
your blood and reveal your might and glory to all the little children on spirit, soul and
body level. Please restore their peace and take them to you Jesus – please take them
away with you.
Thank you, Jesus
Demonically programmed DID on human spirit level due to the shock and trauma
caused by the impact of the seed of Satan at conception
Lord Jesus, I ask you to appear (in the spirit) to the host and every other demonically
programmed DID part of my human spirit that shattered due to the shock and
trauma experienced by the hurt inner children on human spirit level (but also on soul
and body level). It is written that no one that sees the living God (Jesus Christ) can
stay alive because of your holiness and your power. Therefore, please Lord Jesus
command the host DID parts as well as all the other demonically programmed DID
parts underneath this part to open the doors of their hearts so that You may come
in. Please let them all be reborn in you Jesus. Lord Jesus, please cancel all DID
programming, mind-control, triggers, witchcraft and caging over these DID parts.
Lord Jesus, now please wash all the DID parts on spirit, soul and body level with your
precious blood and integrate them with your own hands on spirit level as well as on
soul and body level with my core human spirit as well as soul and body.
I plead your blood over this integration Lord Jesus and ask that your blood will seal
the integration on spirit, soul and body level.
Thank you, Jesus
DID on human spirit level that split and got programmed due to the impact of the
seed of Satan at conception
Lord Jesus, I ask you to appear to the host of the DID parts on human spirit level that
split off from my core human spirit due to the impact of the seed of Satan in the
womb at conception. Lord Jesus, I ask that you command the host part and all the
DID parts reporting to it on my human spirit level to open the doors of their hearts
for you to enter. Jesus, please cause all of these DID parts of my human spirit as well
as soul and body to be reborn in you. Lord also now command all the evil spirits that
are in them to leave these parts now. Also wipe from them any identity other than
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my own identity as parts of my human spirit, soul and body. Lord Jesus, please cancel
all DID programming, mind-control, triggers, witchcraft and curses as well as caging
over these parts and then wash them clean with your blood and restore them to
holiness and righteousness in you. Now Lord Jesus, on my human spirit level, please
take all these parts and integrate them with my core human spirit and on soul and
body level the same. I thank you Lord Jesus and plead your blood over this
integration on spirit, soul and body level.
Baptism with the Holy Spirit
Lord Jesus Christ, Father and Holy Spirit I thank you for this healing in spirit, soul and
body and now ask you to come and baptise me afresh Jesus with your precious Holy
Spirit and with your Fire (dunamis power).
Please fill my spirit person, my soul and body Lord with your holy presence and
baptise me Jesus. Let Rivers of Living Waters flow through me on every level of my
being.
Thank you, Jesus Christ, to you be the honour and the glory now and forever!
AMEN.
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